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The Hot Thing

Victorian curling iron. Photo by Gabriela Bulisova.
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Every morning, I curl my hair. In the shower, my body sloughs off the 
day before, the dirt and the fumes. At the mirror, my mouth burns with 
toothpaste. My body is light, my stomach empty, and I feel clean.

Cylindrical and sleek, my curling iron heats quickly. I have it down to 
six twists: hairline, left side, right side twice, whole back, top back again, 
and then around to the front once more for the short wisps. Four minutes, 
and I am ready.

If my daughter Kate comes in, thick with sleep, I say, “Watch out. The 
hot thing’s on.”

She may make a low, husky noise. She may say, “God, it’s called a curl-
ing iron.” Or she may laugh and shake her head, saying, “I’m not going to 
touch it, Mom,” overemphasizing the “m” in “Mom” like a jilted heroine in 
a romance novel—a tone I’ve heard before.

My stomach tightens, for Kate’s life is inside my life, and yet there’s a 
lethal weapon between us.

•  •  •

The noun “curl” is derived from the Dutch verb krul, meaning “to twist.” 
The primary defi nition for “curl” is a “lock of hair of a spiral or convolute 
form; a ringlet.”1 Curled hair is hair that spirals, undulating like eels or 
smoke. Defi ned by movement—with origins in a verb—curls are dead 
strands that spring into living helixes. The dead as the living, a verb as a 
noun: curls twist meaning as well as hair.

The chief implement for creating curls—the curling iron—similarly 
convolutes sense. A modern iron is the ideal technology for its task. Stickless 
ceramic distributes heat evenly. A spring-loaded clamp holds and separates 
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each section of hair, as fl at and distinct as ribbons. And heat-resistant tips 
as well as silicone storage shields minimize burns. Yet such irons are also 
risky; they can be hot as hate. As a girl, my idea of the beautiful was twisted 
by images of mock bodies styled into being. In fearful fantasy of attaining 
such beauty, I took up the curling iron. I risked being burned.

•  •  •

In grade school, I didn’t have friends. I was the girl that books on bullying 
describe under a false name, the one with sugar-and-butter knees, nerdy 
jeans, and low self-esteem. It wasn’t that I was especially ugly or fat or that 
my family was poor: we lived in a middle-class suburb in a buttoned-down, 
Midwestern city, and my features were regular, my chubbiness more plump 
than porky. The main problem was that my parents were English teachers. 
What money they had was spent on books, antiques, and the occasional 
study tour to Britain rather than clothes, cable tv, or Colorado ski trips. 
On the playground, I used words such as “furthermore” and “superb.” In 
class, I raised my hand too much. In gym, I couldn’t scale the climbing 
rope. For lunch, my mom packed me nothing that was advertised on 
Saturday-morning cartoons—just carrots, sad little bags of raisins, and 
thick cheese sandwiches, all tucked inside a Holly Hobby lunchbox, usually 
with a note. I played the piano; I liked brussels sprouts; I’d seen more than 
one Shakespeare play, live, and could quote bits of Macbeth and Hamlet. 
Worst of all, my outfi ts came from Sears. Mom liked the brand Garanimals 
because she could match the cartoon monkeys or zebras on the hang-tags 
to coordinate my pants and shirts. Not funky enough for fl air—and the 
antithesis of chic—my clothes talked their own language. They said, “Dork.” 
They said, “Loser.” My red, blue, and green Garanimals marked me like a 
target, one that most everyone in my class wanted to shoot.

The bullying took many forms. In kindergarten, Kari Kussatz and Lynn 
Mumby pushed me down while we were walking home; my knees grew 
matching scabs, then scars. In fi rst grade, Jeff Hellman told me I talked like 
I was thirty, saying “thirty” as if he was saying “whore.” In second grade, 
Holly Tropp and Susan Hubbard made fun of my favorite, non-Garanimal 
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dress, frilly and lollipop pink; after lunch, they circled me, chanting, 
“Barbie retard. Barbie retard.” In third grade, the boy I thought was cute, 
Chris Hilsabrook, walked up to me, fl anked by his friends, and asked me 
to “go with” him—slang for date. When I said yes, he yelled, “April Fool’s,” 
his laughter like hot tar down my back.

Each time, I wanted to say something cutting and smart, something 
to make Kari’s hair melt or Susan’s skin bleed. I wanted to spit in Chris’s 
face—a wet, spraying spit—or kick him, as Mom said, where it counts. I 
did none of these things. I didn’t even tell my teachers, not wanting to be 
called a nark, the thought of confession pricking all the pores on my skin 
at once, needle-sharp. Instead, I imagined disappearing: fi rst my feet, then 
the curves of my calves, my heavy hips, my arms and breasts, and fi nally 
my head, all melting away like frost from a windowpane.

At age eleven, my body fi nally shed its fl esh. Cells collapsed in my 
bedroom corners like the coils of old snake skin, and a new form emerged. I 
was Farrah Fawcett. I was Olivia Newton-John. I was Daisy Duke. Or, rather, 
I wanted to be these images, these ideas: Farrah’s sunfl ower hair, Olivia’s 
tabletop stomach, Daisy’s chopstick legs. Like a teenage boy, I pinned their 
posters around my room. I scrutinized; I fantasized. Farrah, head thrown 
back, nipples winking through her raspberry-red bathing suit. Olivia in her 
all-black, bad-girl outfi t from the last scenes of Grease. Daisy’s legs sprouting 
long and brown from underneath a pair of cut-off shorts. Once, I borrowed 
my Mom’s high heels, tucked up one of Dad’s fl annel shirts into a modifi ed 
bikini top, and sheared off the legs of an old pair of jeans. Wobbling around 
the house, I struck poses and thrust my hips, saying, “Oh, hun,” and “Stop 
your joshin, now,” batting my eyelashes and grinning wide. I imagined 
spreading my body on a hay-bale mattress, waiting for some cowboy to 
drive up in his ten-gallon hat and stitched leather boots, to press his lips 
to mine, change me with a kiss. In the photographic chamber of my mind, 
I was Daisy Duke: an advertisement, a thought, a vision. A living poster.

In reality, however, my fl esh-and-blood parts were all wrong: a soft 
stomach, fl at feet, my skin pale as parchment, blue veins etched along my 
hips and breasts like the coat-rack limbs of winter trees. My nose was too 
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big for my face, my legs too thick for chopsticks. I was nothing like Daisy 
Duke. The real belied the ideal.

•  •  •

A perpetual present tense, my pre-eleven world was a noodly scoop of 
Hamburger Helper, searing tears in a bathroom stall, patterns of piano 
keys moving apart and coming together, tight lungs after gym class, or 
the turfy smell of my dog Cinnamon’s fur when I scratched her stomach. 
From the fi rst, I bent towards food, sounds, and words like a daylily in the 
sun, so meals and snacks were a consistent happiness: popsicles the color 
of basketballs, pork chops, candy bars, and buttery mashed potatoes I 
squished through my teeth. Music was either suspect (a new song I wasn’t 
sure of) or affirming, a tune I liked because I knew it and could sing 
along with my high, slender voice. I loved storytelling for its rhythm and 
warmth; I could listen and listen to an adult reading a book just as I could 
have spent an afternoon lying in the bottom of a rowboat, rocking and 
rocking, watching a sugar-cloud sky. When Mom signed me up for ballet 
dancing—“To give you grace and poise,” she said—I excelled, even though 
my arms and thighs were wrapped tight as sausages. They swung through 
the fi ve positions with the peace and precision of pendulums.

My body was a factory, a system, an organization. My legs were motion 
machines, my nose a smelling device, my stomach a food bag, my skin a ther-
mometer. Legs, arms, feet, hands, torso, face: my parts were both sensible 
and miraculous, as everyday extraordinary as a glass of cold milk. In the 
poem “Tintern Abbey,” William Wordsworth writes of half-remembering 
the “animal movements” of his boyish days now “all gone by,” and that is 
how I knew my body: as an animal would, with immediacy and without 
much refl ection.

Particularly when I could avoid school—weekends, vacations, sum-
mers—my body was blissful as butter: playing Chinese jump rope with 
my sister, listening to a Judy Collins record, riding my bike without hands, 
devouring birthday cake in the shape of a belled dress. Apart from moments 
when I got a mouthful of Listerine or came down with the chickenpox or 
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was pinched and called Miss Piggy at recess, mostly my senses offered me 
pleasure.

But then, at ten years and ten months old, I got my period. Like wet 
mud, my body thickened and slowed. It throbbed a new pattern of dull 
notes: Philip Glass instead of Bach or Judy Collins. Its smell changed from 
orchid and orange to iron and black pepper. Seemingly overnight, my body 
became a thing of ache—of pain and desire.

•  •  •

Hiding in my parents’ bathroom as far from my family as possible, I felt 
a low drag across my abdomen and thought I might have to do a serious 
number two. Maybe I’d eaten something fi shy. Maybe I needed Pepto-
Bismol, minty and lipstick-pink—almost, but not quite, tasty. As I pulled 
down my underwear and sat on the cold ring of the toilet, I noticed a rust-
red stain. Even though I’d seen the cartoony fi lm at school about “female 
development,” had had more than one chat with Mom about “becoming a 
woman,” and had stolen Mom’s menstrual pads, thick as diapers, to examine 
behind a locked bedroom door, this stain in my underwear was a betrayal. 
Not one of my classmates had her period yet. Not one.

Calling to Mom, eyes hot, cheeks red as beets, I started to cry. I cried 
as she helped to clean me up. I cried as she fetched me a pair of clean 
underwear. I cried as she peeled off the long strip from the sticky back of 
one of her monster pads.

“I’m not ready,” I said. “No one else has it.” Between my legs, the pad 
felt big as a baguette.

“I know. I know,” Mom said. “It’s really early, sweetheart. Really early. 
But I got mine early, too. And it will be all right—you’ll see. You’ll get used 
to it.”

“I’ll never get used to it,” I said, drawing out the “n” in “never” like a 
jilted heroine in a romance novel. “It’s just not fair.”

In a misguided attempt to gain a friend through secret-telling, I con-
fessed my shame to Julie Agena—a girl who’d been sitting with me at lunch 
for a few weeks, had even shared her Oreos. The same day, Julie told almost 
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the whole fourth grade, including a fl int-eyed boy named Roger Johnson, 
who called me “Period” on the playground for the next few weeks.

I loathed my disloyal body as much as I hated the kids who bullied 
me. My body became a crow-eaten garden, a roof-collapsed house. Dark as 
black cloth, my body bound and blinded me. I wanted rid of it, to crumple 
it up and toss it in the trash. I wanted to scorch it away, black butterfl ies of 
charred skin and muscle crisping the air.

•  •  •

The following month, I asked Mom to take me to the grocery store, and I 
picked out thinner pads with the heady name of New Freedom, a name 
matched by the whip-thin women on the purple package, women wear-
ing fi gure-eight sunglasses and striding purposefully in their candy-red 
bell-bottoms. And although I found it almost impossible to stride with 
any pad under my Garanimal jeans, I started imagining myself as a young 
woman who might, one day, stride. Something was waiting inside of 
me—something prepared for striding.

From that fi rst box of New Freedom, my body moved from the per-
petual now into a forever future, a fairytale of potential and longing. 
Although I still felt my body as a gelatinous slug—a gloppy form, slowly 
sliding forward—unlike Mom, at least I was modern: a girl who wouldn’t 
have to skip a pool party (if ever invited) because blood was seeping down 
my leg, puddling in my shoes. Because Mom was a Liberal with a capital L, 
I already knew about sex: she’d explained it matter-of-factly when, at age 
fi ve, I’d asked The Question. And I understood all the dirty lyrics in John 
Travolta’s “Greased Lightning,” although now these phrases seemed more 
than blushworthy. Girls creaming their jeans, guys getting off their rocks, 
all while driving fast as lightning in a pussy wagon: this was suddenly 
interesting.

Eleven and menstruating, my body became a divining rod. At school, 
if a cute boy was close, my breasts and stomach seemed to vibrate and 
quiver, searching for pay dirt. I watched boys more carefully, studying 
their turned eyes, their bouncing knees. I listened not for what they said 
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but for how they said it, even though they didn’t speak to me, volleying the 
cannonballs of their shouts at each other and asking feigned questions of 
better-dressed, skinny girls whose parents had mtv. My desire for a cute 
boy’s attention was as urgent as needing to pee on a road trip, no exit in 
sight. I wanted a boy to want me with pain, a keen wolf smelling blood. I 
wanted to spark such lust.

•  •  •

A sexual neophyte, I still understood that allure was an admixture of 
beauty and wit. I’d seen Much Ado about Nothing, had felt the sizzle and 
pop between Beatrice and Benedick, even as they traded insults in place 
of greetings. I knew I could whip-crack words. After all, Jeff Hellman had 
told me I talked like I was thirty. Yet I didn’t have the beauty—at least not 
beauty as defi ned by middle-class, vanilla girls in 1980.

My body was an apple, not a pear, so achieving a fl at stomach was 
improbable. My feet and nose had grown like rapid-rise yeast before the 
rest of my body could catch up, and it wasn’t yet de rigueur for parents 
to give nose jobs as birthday gifts. (Of course, my own parents were more 
likely to give me cigarettes, a fi fth of bourbon, and an hour with an escort 
than they were to pay for plastic surgery.) Yet unlike my roly-poly waist or 
wide nose, my hair was a feature that could be changed easily. It might be 
straightened or permed, colored or cut.

It might be curled.
As a child, I’d had long hair—a burden. I hadn’t appreciated its dual 

functions of trapping heat and providing sense reception: how this long 
mane of mine could keep me warm without a hat or extend my sense of 
touch, tapping the air. All I knew was that, every day, my mother brushed 
my truculent locks, that once a week she washed them, and that, sometimes, 
she yanked them up into pigtails, as high and tight as two bowed arrows. 
Hair hurt—that was the simple fact. Strands twisted in my coat zippers or 
snagged the chewing gum I tried to spit on the ground. Mom’s villainous 
brush dragged and jerked, and pulling my hair into pigtails felt as sharp 
as dislocating both shoulders. Worse yet were the tangles. Wet or dry, my 
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hair collected snarls, the promise of “No More Tears” on the Johnson & 
Johnson shampoo bottle a bald-faced lie. Brushing my hair was a daily 
skirmish: me screaming, Mom placating, her voice soft but her hands fi rm. 
Fearful grooming.

“Hold still. We have to get this tangle out,” she’d say, wrapping one hand 
around a length of hair, wielding her wooden-handled torture device in 
the other to tug and tug at some knot.

Ripped strands stuffed the brush. Sometimes I’d pull out these dark 
nests, shake them under Mom’s nose, demanding, “Cut my hair. Cut it all 
off!”

Mom told me repeatedly that I’d be sorry if I lost my hair, that it would 
take a long time to grow it back. “You won’t like it,” she insisted. “You’ll be 
sorry.” I argued that I should be able to cut my hair if I wanted to, an early 
rebellion.

In the second grade, I won: Mom let me cut my hair short, ears whis-
tling in the wind. No more hair brushes, no more tangles, just a quick comb 
to fi nd the part. My hair now did its job and without pain: like a lid on a pot 
or a cap on a bottle, my hair fi t, covering my head and no more.

Come age eleven, however, my hair no longer seemed like a curse 
or merely something to wash, comb, and forget. It was a canvas. Like a 
painting, I thought it would benefi t from an artistic eye, careful training, 
and a whole new range of supplies. I might never aerobicize my legs down 
to Daisy’s or crunch my abdominals as fl at as Olivia’s, but I might—I just 
might—be able to mimic Farrah’s feathered look.

Due to the popularity of Charlie’s Angels and especially her iconic 
poster—one that eventually earned her more money than her tv con-
tract—Farrah Fawcett’s wing-back hairstyle reigned supreme among we 
miserable few who tried to copy whatever impossible fashions our Teen 
Beat magazines offered up as sine qua non. Called the “Farrah fl ip” or the 
“Farrah-do,” the look was hard to achieve with such poor tools as White 
Rain hairspray and a Clairol curling iron. But I strove to attain it, slowly 
growing my hair back down to my shoulders. I pinned back my lanky bangs 
with combs and barrettes, suffering Mom’s told-you-so looks.
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•  •  •

When I saved up my allowance to buy a slim, plastic curling iron, it was the 
fi rst such appliance in our house. To say that my mom was uninterested in 
beauty culture is an understatement. She didn’t curl, perm, highlight, or dye 
her hair; she didn’t wear any makeup other than lipstick; and she bought 
all of her work suits at bargain-basement sales: perpetually last season’s 
style and often either too snug or too loose, a bit like playing dress-up. Mom 
didn’t even wear jewelry apart from her wedding ring, a Timex watch, and 
a single selection from her brooch collection: a cameo or a silver Celtic 
design pinned to her lapel each day.

I was greenly jealous of my peers’ moms with their bleach-blonde hair, 
tanning-bed arms, toothpick waists, and closets full of brand-new clothes: 
blouses and skirts and pants and designer jeans that some of the mothers let 
their daughters borrow. I didn’t know whether Mom’s lack of interest in all 
things fashionable came from being an immigrant from Scotland—where 
the media-saturated and commodity-rich beauty industry didn’t take over 
until the end of the twentieth century—or because she was a reader, a 
writer, and a teacher: mind over matter. All I knew was that, while she would 
buy me any book I asked for or take me to any play I might want to see, she 
couldn’t explain how to contour eye shadow or tell me whether my sweater 
complemented my complexion. She didn’t diet, she didn’t read women’s 
magazines, and she refused to buy me the enormous gold earrings or the 
pair of spiky red shoes I coveted, stilettos sharp enough to skewer fi sh. And 
even though her disinterest meant I didn’t have to participate in a daily 
beauty competition—one with a trophy mom sacrifi cing her body on the 
altar of loveliness—I also didn’t have a beauty mentor that I could trust.

So I was left to try to copy the popular girls at school, tv and movie 
icons, or the breathtaking stars in magazines. Even the curling iron was 
a purchase I had to negotiate on my own. I asked Mom to take me to a 
drugstore, stuffi ng a magazine ad in my purse for a Crazy Curl Clairol 
curling iron. The ad assured me that, in mere seconds, this Steam Styling 
Wand would create “quick little fl ips” or “crazy little curls.” It vowed it had 
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the power to make me beautiful, that I’d love my new device “like crazy.” 
At the store, I parted from Mom and strode to the hair-care aisle. There it 
was on the shelf in all its lime-green glory: a Crazy Curl curling iron with 
a photograph of a blonde model fl aunting a fl awless Farrah fl ip. “Behind 
this beautiful machine,” the box promised, “is a great-looking you.”

•  •  •

It wasn’t accidental or anomalous that, in 1980, Americans thought curly-
headed girls were pretty and playful, or that curling irons, hot rollers, and 
permanent waves became widespread means for spiraling straight locks. 
Curlicue hair is cheerful and lively: tousled, bouncy, buoyant. Curly haired 
girls catch the eye and hook the heart, garnering attention and special 
nicknames: “Curly Top,” “Curly Sue,” and “the girl with the curls.” In surf-
ing, a “curl” means the curved top of a breaking wave, that adventurous 
curl-crest of roaring water. In angling, a “curl” is an eddy or ripple caused 
by the wind, the place where the best fi sh lie. In cricket, a bowler’s “curl” is 
the inward spin that makes his or her bowling extraordinary. And a spirited 
head of hair often signifi es an adventurous, extraordinary, one-of-a-kind 
girl: one with spunk, pluck, and a tendency to get into mischief. At the same 
time, though, such a girl is also apple-wholesome, her curls evidence of 
simplicity and candor.

Curls are innocence—a common symbol in fi ction and fi lm. In the 
1871 novel Little Women, Louisa May Alcott describes the youngest of 
the March daughters, Amy, as a paragon of beauty and etiquette, “with 
blue eyes, and yellow hair curling on her shoulders, . . . always carrying 
herself like a young lady mindful of her manners.”2 At the turn of the next 
century, silent fi lm star Mary Pickford, known as “America’s sweetheart” 
from playing such parts as Pollyanna and Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm, 
became the epitome of the vivacious yet virtuous girl-next-door, her 
celebrated ringlets suggesting both innocence and impishness.3 And 
during the Depression, Shirley Temple’s curly-topped portrayals of Heidi 
and Little Miss Marker—as well as her singing of such saccharine songs 
as “On the Good Ship Lollipop”—led to a curl franchise: dolls, dresses, 
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cereal bowls, mirrors, soap, and mugs, all selling the naiveté and charm 
of the all-American girl with trademark curls.4

Yet curls also lie. Temple’s gold-colored ringlets weren’t natural, as false 
as infomercials. From the time Temple was three, her mother, Gertrude, 
styled her daughter’s hair to look like Pickford’s, rolling her locks into 
exactly fi fty-six pin curls each night.5 Eventually, after Temple signed with 
Twentieth Century Fox, Gertrude was paid to be her daughter’s offi cial 
hairdresser. And while Pickford herself was born with hair as twirled as 
Botticelli’s Venus, even she believed in the need for a fake set of ringlets, 
at the heady price of $50 each, for those days when the humidity was too 
high on the movie set.6

Curls stage beauty: they perform it and work it. In the United States, 
methods for faking curls have been around for centuries. In the early 1700s, 
popular Fontange coiffures required that women pile their curls high 
around an elaborate headdress called a frelange. Later in the eighteenth 
century, as pink-, blue-, and violet-powdered wigs came into vogue—built 
upon a wire scaffold called a commode and sometimes reaching a sculptural 
height of two-and-a-half feet—a whole vocabulary developed to designate 
individual ringlets or sections of curls: des migraines, frivolité, l’insurgent, 
frelange, sorti, fl andon, choux, burgoigne, monte la haut, and more.7 During 
the nineteenth century, intricate middle-class hairstyles, such as fringed 
chignons and Gibson Girl looks, necessitated either a mass of ringlets 
down the back or clusters of curls at the temple, which could be achieved 
by using a false front, a kind of Victorian weave. In the 1847 novel Jane 
Eyre, by Charlotte Brontë, Mr. Brocklehurst—the headmaster of Lowood, 
Jane’s brutal boarding school—chastises a pupil, Julia Severn, for her curls. 
Brocklehurst asks the principal, Miss Temple, “What—what is that girl 
with curled hair? Red hair, ma’am, curled—curled all over?” In response, 
Miss Temple quietly replies, “Julia’s hair curls naturally,” whereupon 
Brocklehurst bristles, exclaiming, “Naturally! Yes, but we are not to conform 
to nature. . . . I have again and again intimated that I desire the hair to be 
arranged closely, modestly, plainly. Miss Temple, that girl’s hair must be cut 
off entirely.” Close on the heels of this outburst, Brocklehurst’s wife and 
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two daughters enter the room, dressed to the nines. The two girls sport 
ostrich-plumed beaver hats over “a profusion of light tresses, elaborately 
curled,” whereas Mrs. Brocklehurst wears “a false front of French curls.”8 
Thus curls present a face, or “front,” that’s false. Curls smile their lies. They 
manifest hypocrisy—pure pretense.

Such contradictory connections between curls and purity, curls and 
falsity, remain to this day. Hollywood mistresses are often adorned with 
curly wantonness juxtaposed against the soccer-mom straight cuts of 
ignorant wives. Glenn Close in Fatal Attraction and Meryl Streep in She-
Devil literally let their hair down, spreading their coiffured clouds against 
satin sheets. On the other hand, one of the Disney Corporation’s visual 
equivalents of Pickford-and-Temple wholesomeness—Miley Cyrus as the 
fi ctional singer Hannah Montana, with a mane of long, languid curls—was 
a character meant to capture the hearts and pocketbooks of their targeted 
demographic, tween girls. When my own daughter was ten years old, her 
Hannah Montana Halloween costume came replete with a sparkly pink 
dress, a faux-leather jacket, a plastic microphone, and a long, curly blonde 
wig. Now, of course, Montana’s doppelgänger—the real-life singer Cyrus, 
who has blunted and buzzed her cut into what might be called a shock 
of hair to match her shocking, twerking transformation—reveals the 
mere hair’s breadth between the good girl and the girl gone bad, between 
hairstyles of virtue and those of vice.

•  •  •

While wigs and false fronts have been the preferred means of wearing 
someone else’s tresses, to turn one’s own hair from fl at strands into curls, 
the long-favored tool has been—and is—the curling iron.

Tongs, rods, and irons for curling hair have been around for millennia. 
Such devices have been found in Egyptian tombs, and the early Greeks 
heated a metal stick, called a calamistrum, over wood ashes to burn curls 
into straight strips of hair.9 Through the early twentieth century, all such 
implements had to be heated over fl ames or on a stove, which made tem-
perature control diffi cult at best, sometimes leading to very bad hair days. 
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In Little Women, Meg March wants “a few curls about her face” for a New 
Year’s Eve party, and her younger sister Jo assumes the job of “pinch[ing] 
the papered locks with a pair of hot tongs.” Two other March sisters, Beth 
and Amy, observe this little bit of toilette, one of them asking, “Ought they 
to smoke like that?” and the other observing, “What a queer smell! It’s like 
burned feathers.” When Jo fi nally takes off the curling papers, “no cloud 
of ringlets appear[s],” Meg’s hair coming away along with the papers. Hor-
rifi ed, Jo lays “a row of little scorched bundles on the bureau before her 
victim,” while Meg cries, “What have you done? I’m spoiled!” gazing with 
despair at the “uneven frizzle on her forehead.”10

Curling one’s hair can be disastrous, yet it can also be downright 
dangerous. Now, anyone hoping for curls may walk into the hair-styling 
aisle in any big-box store, and she’ll have her pick of irons: Conair and 
Curlipops, Tourmaline and Proliss Twister, an InStyler Wet-2-Dry Hot 
Iron or a Rock-n-Roller Bubble Wand. The packaging practically shouts 
their safety features: ceramic cylinders, automatic off-switches, a dial for 
regulating temperature, sometimes a heat-protective glove or a silicone 
shield for storage. When I was eleven, however, my Crazy Curl curling 
iron wasn’t that far removed from Jo’s Victorian tongs, despite my iron’s 
electric heating element and plastic construction. My device had a single 
on-off setting, a small water reservoir for producing “steam” for “longer-
lasting curls,” and if I accidentally left it on, it would burn, baby, burn all 
the night long. The white plastic barrel and gooseberry-green clamp were 
fully exposed—no shield—and the iron produced uneven heat, often at a 
very high temperature, with the capacity to reach the searing heat of 230 
degrees Fahrenheit.11

At ages eleven, fi fteen, and twenty-two, I gave myself second-degree 
burns while curling my hair. At twenty-two, the burn was along my hairline, 
just under my bangs where I’d turned the barrel too tightly. First an angry, 
raised red, then the color and crinkled consistency of blackened toast, the 
remnants of the burn fi nally fl aked off, leaving a small scar. At fi fteen, the 
morning of my ninth-grade school photograph, I tried to fl ip my hair out 
rather than in—hoping for a daisy effect instead of my usual curled-under 
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mushroom. I was not used to twisting my wrist out, and the hot wand 
touched my neck. The burn bubbled, turning raspberry-dark while I ate 
breakfast. It looked like a hickey, a fact that Chris Hilsabrook—still a 
charmer—pointed out to me. “You must have been having fun last night, 
Jenn,” he said. “Look at your big hickey.”

When I was eleven, the burn was on my inside thigh. One slow Saturday 
morning a few weeks after getting my Crazy Curl, I was out of the shower, 
hair dried and towel-wrapped, with nothing particular to do. So I shut my 
bedroom door, plugged in my curling iron, picked up my latest copy of 
Teen Beat, and lay back on my bedspread, holding the magazine above my 
head and clamping the iron between my knees, waiting for it to heat up. 
The cover claimed, “John’s Special Gift for You”—an exclusive interview 
with John Schneider, my current heartthrob from The Dukes of Hazzard, 
Daisy Duke’s oh-so-kissable cousin, a poster of him on my wall next to Daisy 
herself: John leaning easy against a tree, his thumb hooked to the front 
pocket of his jeans, his smile a wedge of sunlight.

The night before, after my parents and sister had fallen asleep, I’d shed 
my pajamas, coiling my nightgown and underwear on the fl oor. Walking 
slowly up to my wall, I’d pressed my naked body against John’s paper 
fl esh. Closing my eyes, I rebuilt my awkward, adolescent form into its own 
postered perfection: large breasts, a sleek stomach, and scissor-sharp legs, 
with a bottom as round as an inverted heart. Pressing my thin lips against 
John’s smile, I imagined his ghost arms curling around my waist. To “curl 
up” can mean to give up, and I gave myself up to this fantasy—the cold, fl at 
wall starting to warm with my own body’s heat.

Now, though, hiding my body under a towel as I paged through my Teen 
Beat, trying to discover exactly what John’s gift for me might be, I shifted 
my knees, and the hot iron fell against my thigh, bouncing to the fl oor as 
I jumped and shrieked. The burn blistered, and the iron charred the rug.

When Mom came running from the kitchen, I had no choice but to 
explain my foolishness to her, how I’d put a hot rod between my legs. Mom 
soothed me, curling me into her own arms. “It’s OK,” she said. “It’ll be OK, 
sweetie. Don’t worry about the rug.”
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It would be years before I had a boyfriend. It would be years more 
before I had sex. But even so, I was mortifi ed, sure my mother would guess 
my secret—my body marked by its own wanting.

•  •  •

Ironically, modern curling irons are chilly and chilling objects, shiny with 
threat. Shaped like weapons, an electric iron might be a lightsaber, a cattle 
prod, a hot truncheon. It also might be a penis—which, for a girl, can be 
an uncanny shape, one of both danger and intrigue.

Curls are innocent. Curls are spunky. Curls are perilous. Curls are sexy. 
When I fi nally went to college, quite unexpectedly and without warning 
I became the kind of girl who boys noticed. At dance parties and in class, 
they would give me fl ashing, hard looks, one that I learned meant they 
wanted their hands up inside of my curly hair, lifting and twisting it from 
the back of my neck.

My second weekend at college, it was a boy named Tam. I’d gone to my 
fi rst frat party, and he’d walked toward me through a crowd of damp hair 
and clammy T-shirts, brushing bodies as he passed. Tam moved slow, so 
slow that, long before he reached me, I’d ached for his wrists and hips, the 
ridge of his stomach and the stretch of his calves. Without a thing to say, I 
mumbled into my drink, forgot to smile, crossed my legs.

But Tam had been kind. He asked me about high school, about what 
I might major in, about the sorority I’d just joined. Then he took me back 
to his room, away from the jaw-rattling music, the squeals of weekend 
laughter. Although I was frightened when he untied my skirt, his voice was 
so level, so sane with its fl at Nebraska vowels and soft consonants, that my 
years of wondering about what goes where and when and how evaporated 
under Tam’s sure hands, unclipping my bra in one motion before I was 
ready. For a few weeks, I fell for him because he didn’t say a word afterwards, 
didn’t tell me a thing, didn’t call me again. But after Tam, I picked up on the 
game. I came to realize that it was all just a lust dance—the dance of boys 
in urgent and painful and passing love.

Towards the end of my fi rst semester, there was one late-spring evening 
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when I was at another frat party, and one of my friends, drunk and in tears, 
tugged at my sleeve, asked me to leave with her, said she just had to go, 
just had to get out of there. We went back to my room, my roommate still 
out. Instead of turning on the lights, we lit a scented candle, drank wine 
coolers out of my dorm-room fridge. That night, my friend talked about a 
lot of things—how her boyfriend had cheated on her, how she was failing 
her health class—and then, for some reason, she confessed that she’d been 
gang-raped in high school, her memory fresh as a new bruise. At some party 
when her parents were out of town, she’d had way too much to drink, had 
found herself in a boy’s bedroom, his buddies waiting. It turned out I knew 
one of her rapists, Chris Hilsabrook. At his name, hate fi lled my mouth, 
copper-sharp.

To curl up one’s body is a gesture of defeat and of comfort. Curling up 
against me, my friend cried all of her tears.

After she left to head home, I snuffed our candle and stood in the 
semidarkness, the only light from the room’s wide windows a dim light, 
like a night sky viewed from the bottom of a hole. Getting ready for bed, 
I slid my jeans and underwear to the fl oor, peeled off my top, unhooked 
my bra and fl ung it over a chair. Standing by my shared desk, I looked 
outside. The view was only of the parking lot and the cramped backyards 
one block over. In the light of the moon, my body was bluish-black. I was 
almost colorless—even my forearms looked gray. I thought about what a 
boy might see looking at me in the almost-dark, a body waiting for him. My 
palms warm on the cold glass, my curled hair swished against my shoulders 
like fi ngertips.

But like fi ngernails, hair is already dead. To curl it animates a corpse.

•  •  •

Hissing heat, curling irons have the capacity to maim and to mutilate. 
According to a study published in 2001, curling-iron injuries constitute 
78 percent of hair care–related wounds treated at American emergency 
rooms. Of these, 70 percent involve females, with a median age of eight. 
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Thermal burns are the most common injury, with 98 percent occurring in 
the home: 56 percent from touching or grabbing the hot barrel, the rest 
from “contact while in use.” The wrist rolls; the iron slips. Corneal burns 
make up 69 percent of the overall wounds in emergency rooms, yet most 
curling-iron burns are treated at home.  12 A simple Google search with 
the phrase “curling iron burn” results in 367,000 hits, recording injuries 
ranging from mild to serious on virtually every part of the female body, 
including foreheads, necks, arms, wrists, fi ngers, torso, thighs, legs, feet, 
breasts, buttocks, and even a vagina, one girl trying to curl her pubic hair 
using a Baby Bliss iron.

As soon as my daughter Katharine could walk, I taught her to avoid 
my curling iron. Unlike the stovetop, the iron was easily within her grasp, 
sitting on the vanity or on top of the toilet. Shiny and smooth, with a 
dark-gold barrel and a movable part to snap open and closed like a mouth, 
I knew the iron would beckon its welcome. Glowing with its one red eye, it 
would say, “Come on, Kate. Come on and play.”

So I called my curling iron “the hot thing.” I said, “Kate, don’t go near 
the hot thing. It burns. It hurts.” I repeated these warnings every day.

Each morning for fourteen years now, Kate has watched me coil my 
hair into serpents. My curls aren’t those of an innocent pixie: I am a witch. 
Perhaps my lip curls, a mark of cruelty or disdain, when I say, “Watch out 
for the hot thing.”

For fourteen years, I have disguised my true fears in giving birth to a 
daughter rather than a son. I have tousled my locks forward, obscuring my 
features, refusing to look squarely at my fears, or my daughter, face-to-face. 
I’ve feared her being bullied, made to feel friendless and ugly. I’ve feared 
her disfi guring herself in the name of beauty, if not with a curling iron 
then with starvation or plastic surgery. I’ve feared her having teenage sex, 
trying to learn to love herself by seeking someone else’s love. I’ve feared 
her getting raped.

If I were to say I had curled my daughter’s toes, it would mean, meta-
phorically, that I’d shocked or frightened her, and this has been precisely 
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my intent: to make Kate afraid. As a small girl, I taught her to fear the hot 
thing. As a teenager, I’ve taught her to fear the Siren Song of beauty.

Hair hurts—that is the simple fact. And when I was age eleven—and 
for all of my years afterwards—I have willingly risked this pain: a burnt 
thigh, a burnt neck, a burnt forehead, and the burning that’s not of skin 
but soul. Even now, at forty-fi ve years old, my three lozenge-shaped scars 
remain sensitive and visible. My curling irons have stamped me with 
memory’s brand.

•  •  •

A few weeks ago, I bought a pair of Victorian hair tongs from one of those 
online antique sites specializing in crockery, maple furniture, and old tools. 
When they arrived, I only knew what they were because they were labeled, a 
handmade card tied to one of the handles with a bright red ribbon. Shaped 
like a vagina, the slender stem of the barrel resembles a slim birth canal, 
opening at the hinge to two wooden handles, curved like labia. Although 
this device once charred hair fairly easily, its form is pleasing. It’s easy to 
hold, to curl my fi ngers around.

The hair tongs are sitting on the kitchen counter when Kate walks in 
to make herself a cup of tea. She says, “What are these?” and picks them up. 
The tongs fi t her hand. They might be a garden tool or a kitchen implement. 
The handles are polished and creamy blonde, like hedge shears or a pair 
of well-worn salad tongs.

“It’s an old-fashioned curling iron,” I say. “I wanted to have one. I’m 
writing an essay about curling irons.”

“The hot thing, you mean,” she says, smirking.
Kate doesn’t curl her hair. She washes it, combs it, and lets it dry; it has 

a natural, wild wave to it, soft as the sea. She says she wants her hair to get 
long enough to touch her bra line.

“Or maybe I’ll just cut it off,” Kate says.
I tell her that either way, she’ll be beautiful.
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